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Metallic glass composites (MGCs) inherit the high strength of their glassy matrix and exhibit remarkable plastic
deformation, hence have great potential in engineering applications. However, their preparation often relays on
arduous component exploration or involves elusive technological process. Here, we report a facile route to
fabricate MGC using ultrasonic vibration (UV) and the fabrication process can be manually controlled. By
appropriately modulating the amplitude and time of UV, the MGCs with different proportion of crystalline phase
can be obtained readily and accurately in seconds under low-pressure at room temperature owing to the unique
soften behavior of MG under UV. The deformation behavior and the hardness were evaluated using nano
indentation testing, demonstrating better ductility when compared with the as-cast sample and reduced hardness
for the MGCs as increased proportion of crystalline phase. These results may provide a new approach for the
rapid and controllable fabrication of MGCs with designed properties.

1. Introduction
Metallic glasses (MGs), inheriting the disorder structure from their
melts during the rapid quenching process, possess excellent mechanical
properties when compared with their corresponding crystalline coun
terparts [1–8]. However, owing to the lack of defects such as disloca
tions to dissipate energy during deformation, MGs fail in an apparently
brittle manner because of localized shear bands formation in uncon
strained loading geometries [9,10]. To overcome this trade-off, MG
composites (MGCs) emerge as derivative materials with both high
strength and considerable plasticity [11–13]. The inhomogeneous
microstructure with isolated second crystalline phase in a MG matrix
stabilizes the glass against the catastrophic failure associated with un
limited extension of shear bands, resulting in enhanced global plasticity
and more graceful failure. Thus, MGCs have been a hot research topic in
past decades and have great potential in engineering application as
structural materials [14–17].
Generally speaking, there are three approaches to prepare MGCs
with a mixed microstructure of MG matrix and a second crystalline
phase. The first one is to add a second phase particles prior to casting,
also called “ex-situ” composites [11,13,18–23]. It is common to produce

MG composites by casting of a glass-forming alloy around a preform of
crystalline particles or fibers, or making amorphous/crystalline lami
nates [24]. For example, Choi-Yim and Johnson synthesized MGCs by
intruding both ceramics and metals as reinforcement into the metallic
glass matrix while keep the matrix amorphous even after adding up to a
30 vol% fraction of particles or wires [13]. The second one is to directly
generate the ‘‘in-situ” composites through precipitation of a crystalline
phase during solidification with the remainder of the melt forming a
glass [12,25–27]. Recently, the Zr/Ti based MGCs containing β-Zr/Ti
phases and CuZr-based MGCs containing B2 CuZr phases were success
fully fabricated and exhibited a novel plastic deformation mechanism
under tension [28]. The third one is to produce a nanocrystalline phase
in the matrix through partial devitrification of a MG [29–33]. It was
found that the dispersion of nanocrystals only a few nanometers in di
ameters in an amorphous matrix can lead to an increase of both strength
and ductility in Zr53Ti5Ni10Cu20Al12 [29]. Nevertheless, it is tedious and
time-consuming to fabricate the “ex-situ” or “in-situ” MG composites due
to the requirement of vast composition exploration as well as elusive
technological process [34]. Although partial devitrification is a rela
tively handy approach, it still needs complicated heat treatment [35,36].
Thus, a new rapid and controllable preparation method to obtain MG
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of ultrasonic treatment process and the appearances of as-cast and UV processed samples. (a) Sketch of ultrasonic vibration procedure, a
high frequency ultrasonic vibration of 20 kHz is applied to the sample through the horn. (b)The temperature evolution detected by high precision infrared ther
mometer during ultrasonic vibration process with UV energy of 700 J. (c) Comparison of the overall morphology of the as-cast sample and the processed MGCs.

composites is urgently needed.
Recently, an ultrasonic-assisted forming method has been employed
to fabricate multiphase MGs [37–39]. By using high-frequency vibra
tion, two originally separated amorphous alloys can be bonded together
well at the temperature below Tg [37], also micro- to nano-structure can
be fabricated on the surface of amorphous alloys [38,40]. It is note
worthy that ultrastability of supercooled liquid can be efficiently real
ized by ultrasonic induced atomic rearrangement [39]. In this work, we
proposed a facile route to fabricate La-based MGC through ultrasonic
vibration. By appropriately modulating the amplitude and time of UV,
the MGCs with different proportion of crystalline phase can be obtained
readily and accurately in seconds under low-pressure at room temper
ature owing to the unique soften behavior of MG under UV. The defor
mation behavior and hardness of these composite materials were
evaluated by nanoindentation test and the indentation morphology of
specimens were observed by AFM. The underlying physics of the for
mation process of crystalline in MG matrix is also discussed.

samples within seconds. In order to monitor the thermal effect during
the process, an infrared instrument with high precision of 1 K was used
to obtain the temperature changes. In order to further test the phase
structure changes of the specimens before and after the UV process, the
X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruke D8-ADVANCE) with Cu kα radiation was
employed. The thermal response was confirmed by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC, PE-DSC 8000) at a heating rate of 20 K/min. Different
heating rate including 10, 20, 40, 60 K/min were used for measuring the
activation energy of crystallization process. The hardness were tested by
nanoindentation apparatus (Bruker TI 980, Germany) with a Berkovich
tip, applying a maximum loading of 3 mN with a loading rate of 0.5
mNs− 1. At least 10 indentation tests were carried out for each sample to
obtain the average value. In order to observe the deformation behavior
after indentation, the indent morphology was subsequently observed by
atomic force microscopy (AFM, Bruker Icon). The AFM imaging was
acquired in tapping mode using probe Tap300 Al-G (Budget Sensors)
with a resonant frequency of 300 kHz. Beside, in order to confirm the
formation of second phases and compare their distribution after UV
process, the surface topographies were observed by field emission
scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Gemini Sigma 300) using back
scattering mode. Furthermore, specimens for transmission electron mi
croscopy (TEM) measurement were prepared by the ion milling (PIPS II695.c) with 3 keV ion beam energy at room temperature. Microstruc
tures of the specimens were characterized by (TEM, JEOL JEM-2011F,
200 kV), and the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) was per
formed in TEM mode.

2. Materials and methods
The alloy ingots with normal composition of La64Al14Cu22 with a
mixture of elements with a purity of at least 99.9%were prepared by arc
melting method under a Ti-gettered high-purity argon atmosphere. Each
ingot was remelted five times to make sure a homogeneous composition.
A cylindrical rod with diameter of 3 mm was prepared with copper-mold
suction. Disks with thickness of 1 mm were cut by diamond saw and
polished to ensure parallel of the top and bottom sides. Whereafter the
polished samples were treated by ultrasonic vibration equipment. The
equipment consists of three important mountings (see in Fig. 1a). A
transducer for converting electrical energy to mechanical vibration, a
booster for amplifying the amplitude of vibrations and a horn to transfer
mechanical vibrations to the specimens. A low loading of 10 Newton was
preloaded to make sure the closely contact between the samples and the
horn. Then various energy from 100 J to 700 J was applied to the

3. Results and discussion
The illustration of UV treatment is shown in Fig. 1a. Detailed infor
mation of UV equipment was introduced in above section. Due to the
time of ultrasonic process which lasted for seconds, there may be some
thermal effects on the samples. Fig. 1b shows the temperature profile
during the whole UV process. It can be seen that the maximum
2
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Fig. 2. The thermodynamic evolution
behavior and intrinsic structural transform
of La-based MG at diverse input energy. (a)
The DSC trace of as-cast sample shows two
independent exothermic peaks. The inset
shows the XRD pattern with broad diffrac
tion peak, indicating the completely amor
phous state of as-cast sample. (b) XRD
patterns of as-cast sample and processed
samples, indicating that formation of the
crystalline phases become more complex as
the increasing of UV energy. (c) Comparison
of DSC traces for as-cast and UV processed
samples with various UV energies. (d) The
enlarged DSC traces of crystallization peaks
to highlight the transformations of crystalli
zation peak and crystallization enthalpy
with different samples. (e) The crystalliza
tion enthalpy versus UV input energy for two
different peaks. (f) The variation of reduced
crystallization enthalpy with UV input
energy.

temperature in the whole process is 381 K for the input energy of 700 J,
which is still below its Tg. Thus, the resulted soften behavior was not
caused by temperature rise, which is similar to previous reports of UV
process [39,41,42]. Fig. 1c displays the appearances of as-cast sample
and the processed samples with different UV energy. Although the
samples remain intact, obvious deformation can be observed when the
UV energy increased to 700 J.
Fig. 2a shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) and the differential scan
ning calorimetry (DSC) results of as-cast sample. It can be seen clearly
that the as-cast sample consists of a broad diffraction peak, indicating
the completely amorphous state. From the DSC trace, one can see that an
endothermic glass transition (Tg = 388 K) followed by two exothermic
crystallization events for as-cast sample. The onset crystallization tran
sition temperature for the two peaks were Tx1 = 456 K and Tx2 = 482 K,
independently, as well as the crystallization enthalpies were ΔHx1 =
14.7 kJ/mol and ΔHx1 = 6.2 kJ/mol, respectively. Fig. 2b shows the
comparison of XRD patterns for as-cast and UV processed samples.
Significant difference can be found in these XRD patterns. A broad
diffraction peak indicating the completely amorphous state for as-cast
sample. After UV process with 200 J, some sharp diffraction peaks
begin to appear around 30◦ , which corresponding to the crystalline
phase Al7CuLa2. As the input energy exceed 400 J, more sharp

diffraction peaks can be found, indicating that more complex crystalline
phase such as Al7CuLa2, Al2Cu3 and La was formed. Thus, one can
deduce that the samples have been processed into a kind of MGCs which
contains different fraction of crystalline. In order to obtain the ther
modynamics properties of these MGCs, Fig. 2c shows the comparison of
DSC traces between as-cast and UV processed samples with a heating
rate of 20 K/min. Except for the remarkable changes of the two crys
tallization exothermic peaks, no visible variation can be observed for
both the Tg and Tx. The detail evolution of two crystallization peaks is
displayed in the enlarged view (Fig. 2d). It can be found that both the
two exothermic peaks decrease gradually as the input energy increase.
As the UV energy reaching 700 J, the two peaks finally vanish implying
the completely crystallization of the sample.
To investigate the structure evolution of these MGCs during the
whole UV process, the variation of crystallization enthalpies with the UV
energies was shown in Fig. 2e. We can find that there is a distinct twostage downward tendency for the evolution of the crystallization
enthalpy. Firstly, the enthalpy of the first exothermic peak is decreasing
when the input energy is less than 400 J, while the second exothermic
peak is almost unchanged. This behavior indicates that the structure
transition from disorder to order under UV was extremely tardiness
below 400 J. Afterwards, when the input energy exceeds 400 J, the
3
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two-stage downward tendency. That is, when the UV energy is less than
400 J, only the first exothermic peak is activated, so the crystallization
enthalpy decreases tardily. Once it exceeds 400 J, both exothermic peaks
are activated, resulting in a drastic decline in the crystallization
enthalpy.
Fig. 4a-c display the evolution of surface morphology of as-cast
sample and achieved MGCs. No crystalline phase can be observed in
the as-cast sample (Fig. 4a). However, it can be seen that more and more
dispersed second phases with size of several micrometers were formed in
the amorphous matrix as the UV energy increase from 300 J to 500 J.
Fig. 4d-f display the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images and the
corresponding SAED patterns of as-cast specimen and MGCs. For as-cast
sample (Fig. 4d), the diffractive halo-like SAED indicates the amorphic
disordered atomic structure. However, with the UV energy of 300 J
(Fig. 4e), some nanocrystalline structures are dispersed in the MG ma
trix, resulting in bright diffraction spots embedded in the diffraction
halos. As shown in Fig. 4f, crystalline already occupy a large proportion
when the UV energy reach 500 J, and bright spots in the multi-ring
diffraction halos indicate complex crystallization products. In order to
examine the mechanical properties of these MGCs, nanoindentation
experiments were conducted. Fig. 4g shows the comparison of inden
tation morphology observed by AFM for as-cast sample and MGC ob
tained at 300 J. One can see obvious shear bands piling-ups around the
indent of as-cast sample. However, a complete indent surround by
smooth surface can be observed after process with UV energy of 300 J.
The height profiles of the indents were characterized using the AFM
lines scans, the smoother interface of the indent further proved that the
formed MGC has better adaptability to deformation. It is known that the
formation of dispersed nanocrystal in the glassy matrix could dissipate
external energy to impede the rapid propagation of shear bands [44,45].
Thus, the ductility of the MGCs can be significantly enhanced when
compared with that of as-cast MG.
In order to further learn the mechanical properties, the hardness of
as-cast MG and MGCs were obtained according to the load-depth curve
and the method of Oliver and Pharr. Fig. 4h shows the hardness of the
MGCs processed with different input UV energy. It can be found that the
hardness reduces a little bit when energy increase from 0 to 400 J and
maintains a plateau between 100 J and 400 J. However, they decrease
enormously (about 22%) when the input energy over 400 J as crystal
lization occurs over a large fraction of the samples. Generally, the
hardness of a MG is higher than its counterpart crystalline as expected.
We also notice that the changes of the hardness consistent with the
variation of crystallization enthalpy, which demonstrated the reliability
of these results. Therefore, through controlling the input UV energy, we
can regulate the formation of crystalline phase in MGs by adjust the
input energy in order to manipulate the hardness and young’s modulus
of MGCs. By this method, the MGCs with both high strength and

Table 1
Enthalpies of crystallization and crystalline phase contents of the MGCs corre
sponding to different ultrasonic energies.
UV energy
(J)

ΔHx1 (J/
g)

ΔHx2 (J/
g)

ΔH (J/
g)

Crystalline phase contents
(%)

0
100
200
300
400
500
600
700

14.6
12.4
11.4
11.1
11.1
5.7
2.7
0

6.2
6.9
7.0
6.6
6.3
2.9
1.1
0

20.8
19.3
18.4
17.8
17.4
8.6
3.8
0

0
7.2
11.5
14.4
16.3
58.7
81.7
100

enthalpies of both two exothermic peaks decrease obviously, which
imply that the ordering process under UV was rapid. Finally, both the
areas of two crystallization peaks decreases to 0 J/g as the input energy
increase to 700 J, which means the amorphous phase become crystalline
completely. In addition, the crystalline phase content of the MGCs
steadily rises with increasing ultrasonic energy, the specific values are
shown in Table 1, where the crystalline phase content increases signif
icantly when the energy is greater than 500 J. The MGCs completely
crystallize when the energy hits 700 J.
To further understand the underlying physical mechanism, the
activation energy of the two exothermic events was evaluated. Fig. 3a
presents the DSC traces of as-cast specimens at different heating rates. As
the heating rate increasing, TP1 and TP2 move to high temperature. The
activation energy of the two crystallization peaks can be calculated by
using the Kissinger model [43]. It expresses the dependence of TP1 and
( 2)
EC
TP2 on the heating rate θ through the following equation ln Tθ = RT
+
C, where T is the temperature, R is the gas constant, EC is activation
energy and C is constant. Plotting of ln(T2/θ) versus 1000/T, one can get
the value of the activation energy EC. As shown in Fig. 3b, the crystal
lization activation energy for the first event is 124.1 kJ/mol, which is
significantly lower than that of the second event with 164.7 kJ/mol.
These two different activation energies give an explanation for the
phenomenon that different variation in crystallization enthalpies as the
input UV energy increasing. Owing to the relatively low activation en
ergy for the first peak, only part of atoms in the regions with loose
packing can absorb the UV energy easily and rearrange into crystal
phase gradually. Thus, the crystallization enthalpy of the first peak
gradually reduces by 20% before 400 J while that of the second peak
almost unchanged. Afterwards, as the applied UV energy exceed the
overall crystallization activation energy, most of the activated atoms
could across the energy barrier and reach to the stable crystalline state
easily. As a consequence, the crystallization process of these MGCs
would be accelerated. This also coincides with the aforementioned

Fig. 3. The crystallization behavior of as-cast sample at different heating rates. (a) The changes of glass transition temperature (Tg) and the two crystallization peak
temperatures (TP1, TP2) with heating rate. (b) Estimating the activation energies of two crystallization peaks using Kissinger equation.
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Fig. 4. The evolution of microstructure and hardness with ultrasonic vibration of as-cast MG and MGCs. (a)-(c) The evolution of microstructure of as-cast MG and
MGCs, it can be seen that more dispersed second phases formed in the amorphous matrix as the increasing of UV energy. The scale bars in (a)-(c) are 1 μm. (d-f)
HRTEM images of as-cast MG and MGCs, and the yellow dotted lines in (e) and (f) indicate the crystalline distribution in MGCs. Insets: SAED patterns taken from a
large selected area. The scale bars in (d)-(f) are 5 nm. (g) The comparison of AFM topography around the indents between as-cast MG and MGC after nanoindentation
testing. The lines in the AFM images indicated the traces where height profiles were taken. (h) The variation of hardness for MGCs with various UV energies (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

remarkable plasticity can be obtained in a certain UV energy range, so as
to achieve the purpose of fleetly adjusting and controlling the composite
phases of MGs.
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4. Conclusions
In summary, through proper control the input energy of highfrequency ultrasonic vibration, we can success fabricate a series of
MGCs in seconds under low-stress and at room temperature. The pro
portion of the crystalline phase of the MGCs can be readily and accu
rately modulated according to the UV energy. Due to the formation of
dispersed second phases in the amorphous matrix, the MGC show ductile
deformation behavior under nanoindentation when compared with ascast state, also the hardness of these MGCs decreased gradually with
increasing input energy. These results may offer a new approach for the
rapid and quantitative control of the fabrication of MGCs. Also, combing
with the advantages of ultrasonic molding, efficient manufacturing of
precision component with MGCs may be easily be realized in the near
future.
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